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LAURENT FABIUS INVITES UN SECRETARY BAN KI MOON TO TALK TO THE
FRENCH DIPLOMACY
FABIUS WILL BE PRESIDENT OF COP21

Paris, Washington DC, 03.09.2015, 00:18 Time

USPA NEWS - Laurent Fabius French Minister of Foreign Affairs Mr Fabius invites UN Secretary General, Ban Khi Moon who
addressed to the French diplomats, during the week of French ambassadors, in Paris. Laurent Fabius announced that he is the
president of the "big conference on the climate" the COP21 in Paris.

LAURENT FABIUS EXPLAINS THE ROLE OF THE PRESIDENT OF THE CONFERENCE ON CLIMATE AS COP21---
The extreme consequences, typhoons, drought, health, immigration, peace, war, climate change, may still have other more extreme
consequences. It was all the more essential that Peru climate conference and that Paris is organising the future COP21. All French
diplomats are sensitised and the president Francois Hollande and me even. Therefore I requested Mr. Ban Khi Moon, Secretary
General of the UN to speak before the French diplomats (On the occasion of the week of Ambassadors). He expressed this morning in
his speech within his own commitment, the action and led efforts and his deep motivation.
Manuel Pulgar-Vidal President of the COP20 in Peru Lima, concluded successfully and was also kindly enough to come and
addressing to the French diplomacy.-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
"The role of the COP President is to help find solutions." Sid Minister Fabius and tells an anecdote when he "comes up" with the
candidacy of France to host the COP21. "They told me congratulations but good luck" "You will have to listen and have great
ambitions." AND I think listening skills and have ambition for the COP21 to be a success. " He also recalled that after the failure of
Copenhagen, the image of a large climate conference had been tarnished and referred the most of great image without concrete
results. Hence the will to meet this challenge because it is not only universal but also global because "we only have one planet that is
Earth" added seriously, Laurent Fabius.----------------------I share the quote of Ban Ki Moon "I am cautiously optimistic" and adds "We
need optimism that gets results."

BAN KI MOON SAID HE IS CAUTIOUSLY OPTIMISTIC ABOUT THE CLIMATE CONFERENCE COP21----------------
The Secretary General of the UN said "he is happy to be and that he had fruitful discussions with Francois Hollande and Laurent
Fabius about stability in Ukraine, South Sudan, the Middle East. In less than 100 days it will be the COP21. I had first to 'address to
French ambassadors abroad this morning in Paris. I have asked them to use their influence to be from a real impact on future
agreement.---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
"I congratulate countries that show solidarity and demand a lot more to come after a crisis and fight against trafficking and
discrimination, and improving human rights. Violent extremism are a source of major concern in recent days especially were more
violent attended the cultural destruction of Palmyra. A mass attack was avoided, to foil sleeves and not to be overwhelmed by fear and
suspicion. I am delighted to see again Francois Hollande and Fabius Minister the next month to adopt the progression of sustainable
development from 2030 to advance major projects. Ban Ki Moon says also during the conference "there is no longer time to wait, but
to act instead.“�---------------------------------------------------------------------------
"Today I am cautiously optimistic. The climate action plans have been submitted by countries accounting for over 60% of total
emissions," he added. "Three of the largest economies in the world - China, the European Union and the United States - are
determined to seek growth based on low-carbon activities and resilient to climate change. "
See article also : CHINA AND THE US SIGN A UNIQUE ENERGETIC AGREEMENT
THEY MADE IT FINALLY- See more at: http://www.newsrama.uspa24.com/bericht-2943/china-and-the-us-sign-a-unique-energetic-
agreement.html#sthash.tn2eqBv8.dpuf
See also article :
REFUSING TO SAY THE WORDS CLIMATE CHANGE DOES NOT MEAN THAT IT IS NOT HAPPENING
SAID OBAMA AT EVERGLADES PARK- See more at: http://www.uspa24.com/bericht-3903/refusing-to-say-the-words-climate-
change-does-not-mean-that-it-is-not-happening.html#sthash.4BXyx2n9.dpuf-------------------------------------------------
Concerning France in particular, the UN chief welcomes the recent decision of the Constitutional Council about an ambitious law on
energy transition. Ban also noted that local authorities had taken vigorous steps climate policy. "Over the past year, 17 cities have
agreed to reduce emissions of greenhouse gas by 80% by 2050," he stressed, adding that the Covenant of Mayors, launched the last
year the climate summit, now has a hundred cities.---------------------------------------------------------------------



For instance The Green Fund is a new financing tool in the fight against climatic disturbances, to help developing countries finance the
reduction of emissions of greenhouse gases.21 countries have pledged to contribute up to $ 9.3 billion, and France participate in this
positive momentum to the tune of one billion dollars, as announced Hollande-------------------------------------
Ban Ki Moon added that there is a willing from the economical actors to contribute positively to the climate change bettering “�All over
the world, individual and visionary business leaders are calling for strong action on climate change. "At all levels, in all sectors and in
all regions, it is increasingly widely accepted that economic growth and climate action are not incompatible."-------------------Source:
Press conference at Ministry of Foreign Affairs, in presence of Ban Khi Moon, Laurent Fabius French Ministry of Foreign Affairs,
President of COP21, and Manuel Pulgar-Vidal Former President of COP20
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